LUXURY SAFARI TENTS
INCLUSIONS & DETAILS
Our Luxury Safari Tents are due for bookings by Christmas 2016.
Layout & size

Kitchen
The kitchen is well equipped including a microwave, refrigerator, utensils, crockery, kettle and
toaster. Complimentary start-up supplies of tea, coffee & biscuits are provided. Dishcloths,
tea-towels, dryer rack, detergent, and insect spray are located under the sink.
An iron and ironing board are available on request from Reception.
Living
We designed our tents with the adage “less is more” in mind. Inside you will find a beautiful
Tasmanian Oak bed, and on the deck there are two eucalypt day beds as well as an outdoors only
electric BBQ. Upon request the day beds can convert to single beds and brought inside for use by
additional persons.
Note: Unlike our cabins the decks of the tents are not enclosed by a fence.
Parking
A parking space for one vehicle is located beside each tent. If you have more than one car or boat
please use the public car park opposite Angler’s Rest.
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Bathroom
The instant hot water system is self-starting. Complimentary toiletries and towels are provided. A
hair dryer, extra toilet paper and soaps are located in the vanity under the sink.
Pets
Pets are welcome inside our tents but not on furniture. Please do not leave pets unattended as this
usually causes them to become distressed. Dogs must be on-leash within the Angler’s Rest and
well-controlled and behaved to avoid upsetting other guests. Please consider other guests and pick
up all your dog’s droppings immediately.
Note that any damage or extra cleaning may incur an additional charge.
Tip:

Please ensure your dogs are protected from the possibility of paralysis tick poisoning, a

fatality risk in all NSW coastal areas.
Other
There are centrally located BBQs and laundry facilities for all guests in the amenities block.
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